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Anomalies of Brillouin scattering of light near phase 
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Measurements were made of the frequencies of longitudinal acoustic phonons in the temperature range 
6O-300'K along three directions of propagation. Anomalous behavior of the frequencies was observed at 
187.6, 102, and 87'K, and band broadening took place at the first phase transition. The observed changes 
in the frequencies were analyzed on the basis of a model allowing for the interaction between acoustic 
phonons and soft optical modes r 2s(187.6'K) and M,(102'K). A determination was made of the elastic 
moduli of a KMnF, crystal in the tetragonal phase (in units of 1011 dyn!cm2): Cll = 11.21, C'3 = 10.46, 
Cl2 = 3.8, C13 = 4.55, c •• = 2.34, and C66 = 2.56. A comparison of the velocity of hypersonic waves in the 
[100] direction with the ultrasonic data confirmed the relaxation mechanism of the anomlaous Brillouin 
scattering of light at phase transitions. 

PACS numbers: 78.30.Ly, 78.20.Hp, 64.70.-p 

INTRODUCTION 

A crystal of KMnF3 has the cubic perovskite struc
ture at room temperature, its space group is 0 ~, and 
it undergoes several phase transitions when its tem
perature is lowered. The most thoroughly investigated 
is the first transition at Tel = 186 oK to the tetragonal 
phase D l~ [1) accompanied by doubling of the unit cell. 
This is a first-order phase transition close to a second
order one, and it is due to the instability of the normal 
vibration mode r 25 [2) at the [111] boundary of the Bril
louin zone. Condensation of the soft mode Ms at the 
[110] boundary of the Brillouin zone at Te2 =91. 5 OK [3) 
is responsible for the second phase transition. In ad
dition to structural displacive transitions, antiferro
magnetic ordering of a crystal takes place at TN 
= 88 OK. [4) The structure of KMnF 3 below TN has not 
yet been finally established but the experimental data 
on the scattering of light [5,6) show that a unit cell con
tains at least four formula units. 

The increase in the unit cell volume as a result of the 
structural phase transitions results in the location of 
the points R and M of the cubic phase at the centers of 
the new Brillouin zones below the temperatures Tel and 
T e2 , respectively, and the soft modes r 25 and Ms be
come active in the Raman spectrum. [5-7) 

The transition at 186 OK in KMnF3 is analogous to the 
thoroughly investigated phase transition at 105 OK in 
SrTi03, but KMnF3 exhibits a number of distinguishing 
features. For example, the frequency of the phonon 
branch at the points R and M in the Brillouin zone of 
KMnF3 is much lower[2,8) and the width of the soft mode 
band is comparable with the spectral position of its 
maximum even at temperatures 40 OK above Tel' [8,9) 

The relationships between the intensities of the soft 
mode components in the Raman spectra of KMnF 3 and 
SrTi03 are quite different. 

The reduction in the frequency of a soft mode on ap
proach to a transition temperature increases the rate 
of scattering of phonons by other phonons and, conse
quently, reduces the thermal conductivity[lO) and in
creases the absorption of sound. This behavior is due 
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to the interaction between acoustic phonons and soft 
optical modes. [11-14) Ultrasonic measurements, car
ried out on KMnF3 in a wide frequency range from 10 
to 680 MHz demonstrate an abrupt change in the velocity 
of sound near Tel accompanied by an anomalous increase 
in the attenuation. [l5-2lJ Similar behavior of ultrasound 
is observed also near the second structural phase tran
sition at Te2 =91. 5 OK. [20) 

Since phase transitions split a KMnF3 crystal into 
twins, [7) the measured elastic moduli of the low-tem
perature phase represent average values. Moreover, 
the presence of crystallographic twin walls may give 
rise to an additional absorption of ultrasound, particu
larly at low frequencies. The Brillouin scattering of 
light is free from secondary effects and it can be used 
to investigate acoustic phonons of frequencies two or
ders of magnitude higher than those which can be studied 
by ultrasonic methods. The Brillouin scattering in a 
KMnF3 crystal had been investigated earlier at room 
temperature. [22,23] The elastic moduli and the velocities 
of hypersoniC waves Calculated from the Brillouin scat
tering data were in good agreement with the results of 
ultrasonic investigations indicating that there was no 
dispersion of the velocity of sound in the frequency 
range from 107 to 1010 Hz. We investigated the be
havior of longitudinal acoustic (LA) phonons traveling 
along various directions in a wide temperature range. [24 j 

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

An He-Ne laser emitting 80 mW at A = 6328 A was 
the source of light in the determination of the Brillouin 
spectra. Light scattered by a sample at an angle of 
90° was directed to a scanning Fabry-Perot interferom
eter with plates separated by 3 or 4 mm. The scat
tered light was recorded with a cooled photomultiplier 
operating as a photon counter. [22) A sample was placed 
in a cryostat where measurements could be made in the 
range 30-300 OK without altering the position of the 
sample relative to the laser beam. This was important 
because it enabled us to determine the Brillouin spec
tra at all temperatures in one purest sample selected 
at room (or some other) temperature. The tempera-
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F1G. 1. Temperature dependences of the LA phonon frequency 
for different experimental geometries: 1) k II [100], k' II [010], 
q II [110]; 2) k II [flO]. k' II [110], q II [100]; 3)k II [iTo], 
k'il [001], q II [11/2]. The region of the first phase transition 
for curve 2 is shown in the inset. 

ture of a sample and the absence of a temperature 
gradient were monitored by copper-constantan thermo
couples to within at least 0.03 OK. Before each mea
surement a sample was kept at a given temperature for 
at least 30 min. 

We used KMnF3 single crystals grown by the Bridg
man method. [25] They were oriented by x-ray diffrac
tion to within 10. Samples were cut in the form of 
slabs and their faces were carefully polished. We used 
samples of two orientations with the edges directed 
along the [100], [010], and [001] axes and along [110], 
[110], and [001] axes of the cubic cell. The Raman 
spectra measurements, reported earlier in[6], were 
carried out on the same sample. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The temperature dependences of the LA phonon fre
quencies are plotted in Fig. 1 for three directions of 
propagation. The directions of the wave vectors of the 
incident k and scattered k' light, and of sound q are 
shown relative to the crystallographic axes of cubic 
phase. It is clear from Fig. 1 that the Brillouin line 
frequencies behave anomalously at temperatures 187. 6, 
102, and 87 OK. At these temperatures there are ab
rupt changes in the spectrum of the soft phonon 
modes. [6] When temperature is lowered, the LA phonon 
frequencies vary continuously except for a sudden 
change at Tel = 187.6 ± 0.1 OK. Careful measurements 
indicate that, to within O. 1 0 K, the critical tempera
ture is the same irrespective of whether a sample is 
cooled or heated. The absolute fall in the frequency 
depends on the direction of propagation of the LA pho
nons and reaches 10% for q II [100]. When temperature 
is lowered below Tel> the phonon frequency increases 
but it becomes saturated at a lower absolute value than 
before the transition. 
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Similar behavior is exhibited also at the temperature 
of the second phase transition Te2 = 102 oK, where again 
a smooth variation ends with a sudden change a.OO there 
is no hysteresis to within 0.2 OK. A strong rise of the 
intensity of light scattered elastically by optical twin 
boundaries makes it impossible to carry out measure
ments below 87 OK. Only in the q II [11,J2] case (this is 
the direction closest to the space diagonal of the cubic 
cell) can these measurements be made. The frequency 
of the LA phonons traveling along this direction changes 
only slightly at 187.6 and 102 OK but it rises abruptly 
at 87 0 K and it exhibits a hysteresis of the order of 1 ° 
at this point. The intensities of the Brillouin satellites 
decrease approximately linearly with falling tempera
ture and below 60 OK they are so weak that it is no 
longer possible to measure their frequencies against 
the background of the much enhanced elastic scattering. 

The intensity of light scattered by the transverse 
(TA) acoustic waves is an order of magnitude lower 
than the intensity of light scattered by the longitudinal 
waves, and the frequencies are lower in the transverse 
case. [22] Therefore, the masking influence of the wing 
of the scattering line at the excitation frequency affects 
the transverse waves more strongly and the influence 
of temperature on these waves cannot be investigated. 

In addition to changes in the LA phonon frequency in 
the region of the phase transition from the cubic to the 
tetragonal phase, there is also broadening of the Bril
louin line. The dependence of the line width (found by 
averaging several measurements of the Stokes and anti
Stokes components in the q II [100] direction) on tempera
ture is plotted in Fig. 2. The line width ra is found by 
subtracting the instrumental width (0.05 cm-l ) from that 
found experimentally. Since the LA phonon wavelength 
A =0. 3 J.L is much less than the typical thickness of 
crystallographic twins (100-200 J.L [7,28]), we may as
sume that the scattering of phonons by the twin bound
aries makes no significant contribution to the observed 
Brillouin line width. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The anomalous behavior of sound near structural 
phase transitions is due to the interaction between the 
long-wavelength acoustic phonons and soft optical modes. 
Therefore, we shall consider first the behavior of soft 
modes. We shall confine our discussion to the highest
temperature transition at Tel =187.6 OK because it has 
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence 
of the width r a of the Brillouin line 
in the region of Tel' 
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been investigated most thoroughly. This displacive 
transition is associated with the condensation of the r 25 
mode at the point R in the Brillouin zone, correspond
ing to the rotation of the fluorine ion octahedron about 
the (100) axis. 

The soft phonon modes have been investigated by various 
methods. The results of inelastic neutron scattering[9] 
demonstrate that the temperature dependence of the fre
quency wT of the mode r 25 in the range T > Tel is 

/i'6)r'=A(T-T,), (1) 

where A =0.11 ± 0.02 meV 2/oK and Te = 186 ± 2 OK. This 
dependence is represented by the continuous curve in 
Fig. 3. Below Tel the unit cell is doubled and the pOint 
R is located at the center of the Brillouin zone of the 
tetragonal phase. The triply degenerate mode r 

l 't . t 25 sp 1 S ln 0 a doubly degenerate one and nondegenerate 
modes E, and All' which become active in the Raman 
spectrum. The temperature dependence of the frequency 
of the mode Eg , based on the Raman data[6] allowing for 
the dependence such as Eq. (1), is represented by the 
dashed curve in Fig. 3. In the case of the mode All the 
inelastic neutron scattering data are available only for 
one temperature: 135 OK (this point is shown in Fig. 3). 
Lockwood and Torrie[5] observed a 62 cm-l band at 
100 OK by the Raman method; this band was interpreted 
as the soft mode All" Our measurements indicated that 
at this temperature the frequency range near 70 cm-l 

included a two-magnon scattering band observed ear
lier at lower temperatures. [26,27] Thus, the available 
experimental data are insufficient for the reconstruc
tion of the temperature dependence of the frequency of 
the soft mode All so that we shall have to make some 
estimates. 

The structural phase transition in KMnF3 at Tel is a 
first-order transition close to second order with /),.T 
= Tel - T~l =0. 5 OK. [3,29] This small value of /),.T clearly 
explains the absence of such characteristic features of 
first-order transitions as latent heat, [30] change in the 
specific VOlume, [3ll and jump of the transition param-

t [32] e er. The soft mode frequency wT decreases con-
siderably on approach to Tel from the high-temerpature 
side but it remains finite. Clearly, far from the criti
cal point this transition differs little from a second or
der transition. [33] This allows us to use the results of 
Thomas and MUller[111 and of Slonczewski and Thomas[l3] 
in estimating the frequency of the soft mode Al&' at tem
peratures below Tel' It follows from the equation of 
motion that 

(2) 

The chain curve in Fig. 3 is plotted using the above 
relationship and the data for the frequency W T • (9] It 
should be pOinted out that the expression (2) does not 
allow for the damping of the critical vibrations. The 
results of inelastic neutron scattering[9 J and of light 
scattering[61 studies show that the width of the soft mode 
becomes comparable with its frequency 30-40 OK be
fore the critical temperature. Allowance for the damp
ing complicates considerably Eq. (2). However, we 
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FIG. 3. Behavior of the frequencies of the soft modes in 
KMnF3• The continuous curve represents the results of in
elastic neutron scattering[91 for the r 25 mode; the dashed 
curve gives the Raman results for the Elf mode[6]; the dash
dot curve is the frequency of the AI&' mode calculated using 
Eq. (3); the point is the result taken fromm. 

can see from Fig. 3 that the experimental frequency of 
the mode All at T = 135 OK is close to the value calcu
lated without allowance for the damping. Thus, at these 
temperatures we can ignore the damping and continue 
our estimates. 

We shall now consider the interaction between the 
soft optical modes and acoustic phonons. In accordance 
with the symmetry of the crystal at T >Tel , the soft 
mode r 25 is inactive in the Raman spectra and the linear 
coupling to the acoustic vibrations with q - 0 is for
bidden. Therefore, we have to allow for the nonlinear 
interaction, which alters the acoustic phonon energy 
because of the inelastic scattering by a pair of phonons 
belonging to a soft optical branch with q = 1T/a. The 
change in the velocity sound in the cubic phase in the 
vicinity of the transition, estimated allowing for this 
interaction, iSLl21 

(3) 

A similar result was obtained by Levanyuk(34,35] by con
sidering the interaction of elastic waves with spatially 
inhomogeneous fluctuations of the transition parameter. 

An exact determination of the critical exponent of the 
experimentally determined dependence of the change in 
the frequency of sound (proportional to the velocity) on 
/),.T near Tel is pointless because the observed phase 
transition is a first-order transition and the critical 
temperature is indeterminate. However, it is clear 
from Fig. 1 that in the range T > Tel the dependence (3) 
is obeyed qualitatively. 

Below the phase transition temperature the soft mode 
becomes active in the Raman spectrum and now either 
linear or resonant coupling describes the influence of 
the soft optical phonon on the acoustic properties of a 
crystal. Without allowance for relaxation processes, 
this interaction results in a sudden change in the fre
quency of the acoustic phonons at T = Tel' A treatment 
of this kind based on the phenomenological model was 
applied to SrTi03[13] and it gave results in good agree
ment with the experimental data. All the calculations 
are best presented as a change in the elastic moduli of 
a crystal and then the six moduli of the tetragonal phase 
are related to the three moduli of the cubic phase by 

(4) 
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where 

D=4a.' (c,,'-c,,') '/9Q.']lfWA', E=B.'Q.'I ]lfw.', (5) 

C~j are the elastic moduli of the cubic phase, as =c/a-1 
is the change in the lattice parameter Tel> Qs is the 
linear displacement of a fluorine atom related to the 
angle cp of the rotation of the octahedron by tancp 
= 2Q.I a, M = 2m F/ a3, m F is the mass of a fluorine atom, 
and B t is a constant which is independent of tempera
ture. 

The elastic moduli of a crystal are related to the 
measured Brillouin line frequency by 

X'=.£..(-':"'~)', 
2 n, v 

(6) 

where Xi is the function of the elastic moduli of a crys
tal, p is the density, n i i.s the refractive index, and lJ 

is the frequency of the incident light. In the case of the 
cubic phase of KMnF3 and propagation of the LA phonons 
along the principal crystallographic directions the re
lationship between the observed frequencies ~v of the 
Brillouin lines and the elastic moduli is given in[ZZ,Z31 
Thus, in the case of propagation of the LA phonons 
along the cubic axis (q II [100]), the values of Xi in Eq. 
(6) are simply equal to Cll' 

All the structural phase transitions are accompanied 
by the splitting of samples into systems of crystallo
graphic twins. [7,Z81 Below Tel (phase transition O~ - D!V 
the c axes are parallel to the initial fourfold axis and 
mutually perpendicular in neighboring twins, which 
should result in the splitting of the Brillouin line into 
two components of frequencies ~lJ =k(cll/ p)1/Z and ~lJ 
= k(Qj3/P)1IZ, where k of Eq. (6) is k=.,/2niv/c. 

The experimental Brillouin spectra exhibit just one 
line, which shows that the measurements were confined 
to one twin. For q 11[100] we have ~lJ=O. 598 cm-1 

(145 OK) which gives the elastic modulus cit = 10. 46 
X 1011 dyn/cmz, which is either equal to Cll or C33' Since 
the direction of the tetragonal axis in the investigated 
part of the crystal is not known, the difference Cii - cil 
= 1 X 1011 dyn/ cmz corresponds, in accordance with the 
system (4) either to D or to 4D. This indeterminacy 
can be removed by estimating the value of D in accor
dance with Eq. (5), using the values of the frequency of 
the mode Alg calculated earlier (Fig. 3) and employing 
the experimental values for the other quantities. If the 
phase transition at Tez = 102 OK does not yet affect the 
LA phonon frequency, we find that at T = 145 OK we have 
Qs=0.3xlO-8 cm,[ll o:.=(2.9_3.6)xlO-3,[31,36J Ci1- c iz 
= (0. 741-0. 756) x 101Z dyn/cmz, [15,Zzl M =0. 86 g/cm3, 
W A = 24.3 cm-1. We then find that D is 0.2 X 1011 dyn/cm2 • 

The dash-dot curve in Fig. 3 is plotted ignoring the 
interaction of the soft optical modes with the acoustic 
mode. However, this interaction has little influence on 
the value of W A so that the above estimate allows us to 
remove the indeterminacy mentioned earlier. Thus, in 
the case under consideration the LA phonons travel 
along the tetragonal axis, i. e., we have Cii = C33 and the 
value of D deduced from the experimental data is 0.25 
X 1011 dyn/ cmz • 
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We shall now determine the value of E using the 
Brillouin line frequency ~v = 0.583 cm-1 for q II [110]. 
In this geometry, we have[23] 

X,='I.(c,,+c,,+2cH) + ['I" (c,,+c,,+2c,,)' 
+'I.(c,,+c,,)'-'I.(c,,+c • .) (c,,+c,,) ]". (7) 

if the C axis of the tetragonal phase is in the scattering 
plane. The only unknown parameter in Eq. (7) is E and 
we obtain E = O. 22 X 1011 dyn/ cmz • We can now deter
mine all the elastic moduli of KMnF 3 in the tetragonal 
phase (in units of lOll dyn/cm2): 

c,,=11.21, c,,=1O.46, c,,=3.8, 
(8) 

c,,= 4.55, c,,= 2.34, c .. =2.56. 

These values can be checked using the third experi
mental geometry with q II [11$]. The frequency (Fig. 1) 
at T = 145 OK is 0.576 cm-1 and a calculation in accor
dance with the formula[231 

X;='/8 (c" +c,,+2c,,+4c .. +2c .. ) + ['I" (c,,+c,,+2c,,+4c .. +2c .. )' 
+'/.(c,,+c,,)'-'I,(c,,+c,,+2c,,+2c .. ) (c,,+c .. )]"', (9) 

which corresponds to this case, gives ~lJ =0. 575 cm-t, 
i. e., it is in excellent agreement with the experimental 
results. 

Thus, the proposed mechanism of linear coupling of 
the soft optical modes and the acoustic mode explains 
satisfactorily the reduction in the LA phonon frequency 
below the transition. However, it is not possible to 
carry out a complete calculation of the behavior of the 
LA phonons throughout this temperature range, includ
ing the phase transition and thus it is not possible to 
determine separately the contribution of the nonlinear 
interaction. This is due to two reasons: firstly, the 
exact temperature dependence of the frequency of the 
soft mode Ale is not available; secondly, it is assumed 
in the above calculations that the temperature depen
dence of the transition parameter is given by the simple 
relationship cp ex (Tel - T)1/2. This dependence is indeed 
satisfied for KMnF3 in the temperature range 120-
170 ° K but in the immediate vicinity of Tel we find[321 
that cp ex (T cl _ T)1/3. 

It is clear from Fig. 1 that the behavior of the Bril
louin frequency at the second phase transition (Te2 

= 102 OK) is analogous to the tetragonal distortion case 
discussed above but it is due to the interaction of the 
LA wave with the soft mode M3 responsible for this 
transition. The jump in the Brillouin frequency at 
87 OK is either due to a strong magnetoelastic coupling 
or due to a possible change in the symmetry of the crys
tal accompanying the transition to the antiferromagnetic 
state. It should be noted that at TN = 87 OK there is also 
a jump in the soft mode frequencies in the Raman spec
trum. [61 

As pointed out earlier, there is no dispersion of the 
velOCity of sound at room temperature in the frequency 
range from 107 to 1010 Hz. We shall now compare the 
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FIG. 4. Temperature dependences of the velocity of the 
longitudinal sound along the [100] direction of the original 
cubic structure near phase transitions. Curve 1 is plotted 
for 11. 7 MHz, C20] curve 2 for 30 MHz, [16] curve 3 for 14 
MHz, UB] and curve 4 represents our results. 

results of the present study with those obtained in ultra
sonic measurements near phase transitions. The pub
lished data on the velocity of sound are plotted in Fig.4. 
The velocity of sound under the Brillouin scattering 
conditions is found from the simple relationship 

1 c dv 
V,=-=-

"1'2 n, v 
(10) 

where Av is the experimentally measured frequency 
(Fig. 1). It should be pointed out that the absolute 
values of Tel and Te2 obtained by different authors are 
not in agreement. It is clear from Fig. 4 that ultra
sonic measurements reveal quite large changes in the 
velocity of sound near the critical temperatures, which 
confirm the relaxation mechanism of the anomalous be
havior of sound resulting in dispersion. At tempera
tures below Tel it is not possible to compare the hyper
sonic and ultrasonic values because a good agreement 
is lacking even between the various ultrasonic data. 
This may be due to the influence of twinning below 
transition point on the behavior of ultrasound. 
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